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Abstract
We introduce an algorithm, based on the Frank-Wolfe technique (conditional gradient), for performing marginal inference in undirected graphical models by repeatedly performing MAP inference. It minimizes standard Bethe-style convex
variational objectives for inference, leverages known MAP algorithms as black
boxes, and offers a principled means to construct sparse approximate marginals
for high-arity graphs. We also offer intuition and empirical evidence for a relationship between the entropy of the true marginal distribution of the model and
the convergence rate of the algorithm. We advocate for further applications of
Frank-Wolfe to marginal inference in Gibbs distributions with combinatorial energy functions.
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Introduction

Recently, two different algorithms have been proposed that reduce marginal inference in a Markov
Random Field (MRF) to multiple instances of MAP inference [1, 2]. This is desirable because MAP
is better understood and often easier than the counting-style problem of marginal inference. In this
paper, we propose a third reduction based on the Frank-Wolfe algorithm [3].
Our work has several potential advantages over the previous approaches: (1) The work of Hazan
and Jaakkola (2012) computes marginals as an average over t independent MAP solutions obtained
by sampling, and thus the accuracy of the marginals converges as O( √1t ), while Frank-Wolfe has
the potential to achieve a convergence rate of O( 1t ) [1]. (2) Unlike the work of Ermon et al. (2013),
in which parity constraints are added to the model, our work retains the original constraint structure
and thus allows application of known black-box MAP solvers [2]. (3) In our reduction, the approximate marginals retain a sparsity structure that may lead to significant memory savings for high-arity
graphs. (See Section 3.2).
However, we also identify several weaknesses of our Frank-Wolfe reduction: (1) The apparent
convergence rate of O( 1t ) buries a constant factor that diverges when the marginals approach the
boundary of the set of feasible marginals, where the marginals have low entropy. This is a numerical concern if the algorithm’s iterates approach the boundary, which is necessarily the case if the
true marginals are low-entropy . (2) Since our algorithm modifies the model parameters in each
step, it does not always retain structure in the MRF potentials, such as log-submodularity, that make
MAP inference tractable, (3) Many MAP solvers maximize over the local polytope rather than the
marginal polytope, and using such a solver for Frank-Wolfe is a reasonable way to solve a relaxation of the original marginal inference problem. However, existing message passing algorithms
solve this relaxation efficiently. Regarding this third drawback, our presentation and experiments
focus on graphical models, but the techniques generalize trivially to marginal inference in Gibbs
distributions given by alternative combinatorial energy functions. We encourage future work on
cases such as matchings, where MAP is tractable but we do not have available marginal inference
algorithms.
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We first provide background on Frank-Wolfe and inference in MRFs. We then present our algorithm
and two desirable characteristics: a maneuver based on sparsity allows us to perform exact line
search efficiently at each iteration, and we can store sparse tables of clique marginals. We then
present experiments supporting the relationship between the underlying entropy of the marginals
and the convergence behavior of the algorithm.
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2.1

Background
Frank-Wolfe Algorithm

Following [3], we minimize convex function f (x) over convex set X with the following update rule:
yt = arg minhx, −∇f (xt−1 )i

(1)

xt = (1 − γt )xt + γt yt ,

(2)

x∈X

where γt is either selected using line search or fixed at
2.2
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Inference In Markov Random Fields

A joint distribution
P over x = {x1 , . . . , xn } is defined via a graph G on x and an energy function Φθ (x) =
c∈C θc (xc ), where C denotes the set of all cliques of G (including single-node
cliques) and xc denotes the subvector of x for a clique c. The joint distribution is given by
P (x) = exp (Φθ (x)) /log(Z). For discrete x, Φθ can always be expressed as a linear function
hθ, µi of an indicator vector µ for settings of the cliques.
We seek to perform marginal inference, which returns the marginal distribution Pc (xc ) for every
clique. We concatenate these vectors of marginals into one vector, µMARG . Following [4], µMARG
can be identified as the solution to:
µMARG = arg max hµ, θi + HM (µ),
µ∈M

(3)

where M denotes the marginal polytope, the set of all marginal distributions realizable from some
joint distribution over x encoded by some θ, and HM is the positive entropy. A standard approximation is to replace the entropy with some Bethe-style
approximation HB (µ) that factorizes conP
veniently over the components of µ: HB (µ) = c∈C Wc H(µc ), where Wc are counting numbers,
designed to maintain the concavity of HB , but yield aPgood approximation to HM (µ) [5]. Here,
H(µc ) is the standard entropy on the unit simplex: − i µi log(µi ). F (µ) = −µ · θ − HB (µ) is
called the negative variational free energy. Furthermore, a common relaxation of the problem is to
replace M with L, the set of locally consistent marginals (i.e. where two distinct clique marginals
always agree on their overlap, and all clique marginals are properly normalized).
An alternative problem is MAP inference, the task of finding the assignment to x with highest probability, i.e. that maximizes Φθ (x). This is equivalent to finding the maximum-energy marginals that
assign unit mass to a single possible value for each clique, which the vertices of M satisfy.
Since any discrete energy function can be formulated as a linear function, MAP inference can conveniently be written as
µM AP = arg max hµ, θi.
(4)
µ∈M

Many standard MAP algorithms, often based on message passing, relax this constraint to µ ∈ L.
Therefore, any linear optimization problem over the local polytope can be solved as a MAP problem
for some parameter vector θ̃, provided we use one of many available black-box MAP algorithms
that optimize over the local polytope.
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Minimizing the Variational Free Energy Using Frank-Wolfe

Minimizing the variational free energy using Frank-Wolfe requires solving a minimization problem
at every iteration given by: µt = arg minµ∈M hµ, −∇F (µt−1 )i, which can be expressed as MAP
inference with parameter vector θ̃t = −∇F (µt ) = θ + ∇HB (µ). Let θ̃c,t denote the subvector
of θ̃t for clique c at iteration t. We have θ̃c,t = θc + Wc (1 + log(µc,t−1 )) , where log(µc,t−1 ) is
taken coordinate-wise.
2

Algorithm 1 Frank-Wolfe for Marginal Inference
input θ, a vector of MRF parameters
set µ0 to some interior point of M // We exp-normalize local potentials.
1: while !CONVERGED(µt ,µt−1 ) do
2:
θ̃c,t = θc + Wc (1 + log(µc,t−1 )) , ∀c, t
3:
µ̃t = MAP-ORACLE(θ̃)
4:
γ ∗ = arg minγ∈[0,1] F ((1 − γ)µt−1 + γ µ̃t ) // We use Newton’s method.
5:
µt = (1 − γ)µt−1 + γ ∗ µ̃t
6: end while
7: return µt

3.1 Efficient Line Search
We found that line search was very important for improving the convergence speed of the algorithm
and preventing oscillatory behavior in early iterations. Let µ̃ be a 0-1 vector of pseudomarginals returned by the MAP oracle at iteration t. Line search chooses a γ that minimizes the one dimensional
function G(γ) given by
X
X

We H((1 − γ)µte + γ µ̃e ).
F (1 − γ)µt + γ µ̃ = −hθ · ((1 − γ)µt + γ µ̃i +
Wn H((1 − γ)µtn + γ µ̃n ) +
n

e∈E

Evaluating this function requires looping over every entry of every table of values for every node
and edge potential in the MRF. However, we can pre-compute certain quantities for a given µt such
that evaluating G(γ) has computational cost that scales merely with the number of nodes and edges,
not the number of entries in the potentials (which have size O(k t ), where k is the number of possible
values that each node can take on and t is the size of the largest clique in the MRF). We exploit the
fact that µ̃ corresponds to a corner of M. For a given node marginal µ̃n of the MAP assignment
to variable n, let ĩn equal the single index that is nonzero. Consider just the node entropy term
P
n Wn H((1 − γ)µn + γ µ̃). This is equal to:

X
n



Wn (1 − γ) 


X



µn (i) log((1 − γ)µn (i)) + ((1 − γ)µn (ĩn ) + γ) log((1 − γ)µn (ĩn ) + γ)

i6=ĩn

= A(1 − γ) log(1 − γ) + B(1 − γ) +

X

Wn ((1 − γ)µn (ĩn )) + γ) log((1 − γµn (ĩn )) + γ)

n

Here, A and B are constants independent of γ. The edge-wise entropy can be decomposed similarly.
This is a smooth function of γ and can be minimized in a few iterations using Newton’s method.
3.2

Sparse Storage of Marginals

Every iterate µt is a convex combination of at most t distinct vertices of the polytope M and the
initial iterate µ0 . Therefore, every clique marginal µc,t is a mixture of at most t 0-1 distributions and
µc,0 . This means that we can store the clique marginals in terms of sparse vectors, with no more that
t nonzero components, and reconstruct them by adding this sparse vector to µc,0 . We save memory
if we can store µc,0 in small space. This is possible, for example, if we choose µc,0 to be the uniform
distribution, or a ‘cross-product distribution,’ where µ(a,b),0 (sa , sb ) = µa,0 (sa )µb,0 (sb ).
3.3

Convergence Rate and Optimality Guarantee

Marginal inference in general is #P-hard, but we are solving an approximation, due to the convex
entropy approximation HB (µ). The Frank-Wolfe algorithm has been shown to have suboptimality
F
decaying as F (µt ) − F (µ∗ ) ≤ 2C
t+2 (1 + δ), where the additive suboptimality of MAP at iteration t
is

δCf
t+2 ,

and CF is the curvature of F over M [3].

MAP over the marginal polytope is NP-hard in general [6], as is approximating it within an additive or multiplicative factor. However, there are many MAP solvers that work well in practice.
One solution is to simply use one of these and hope for a high-quality solution to the marginal
inference problem, as was done by [1]. We could have focused on graph structures (trees) where
MAP inference is tractable using dynamic programming, but dynamic programming can also be
used for marginal inference in these. For certain loopy graph structures, there are conditions on θ
3

(a) Convex variational objective vs.
iteration # for Algorithm 1 using exact
MAP (Junction Tree) and approximate
MAP. Horizontal line is the true optimum.

(b) # iterations to 0.5% relative duality gap
vs. entropy of true marginal distribution.
Problem structure and potentials are fixed,
entropy is varied by changing temperature.
Num iterations is capped at 200.

such that MAP is also tractable, such as when the potentials are submodular [7]. However, we shift
the parameters at every iteration of Algorithm 1, and we can not guarantee the submodularity of
θ̃t = −∇F (µt ) = −θ − ∇HB (µt ). If we relax the marginal inference problem to be over the local
polytope, then we can perform MAP over the local polytope, which is a polynomial-sized LP. Many
message passing algorithms approximately solve this LP very efficiently [8].
Curvature CF quantifies how much F can differ from its linearization, and is defined formally in [3].
Unfortunately, in our case it is unbounded as one approaches the boundary of the local polytope. In
the expression for ∇F (µt ) above, we see that Wc (1 + log(µc,t−1 )) has arbitrarily large magnitude
when the marginal probability of certain clique assignements is small.
Observe, however, that log(µc,t−1 ) becomes unmanageable only for µc,t−1 with components quite
close to 0 (in a Gibbs distribution, no clique assignment ever has zero probability, so ∇F (µt ) is
always well-defined). If the iterates µt never get too close to the boundary of M, then the ‘effective’ curvature term will reasonable. Therefore, the worst-case convergence rate of Algorithm 1 is
unbounded, but this may not be a concern in practice. Of course, if the true marginals of the distribution encoded by θ are close to the boundary of M, then CF will be large in the neighborhood of
the solution, and we should not expect fast convergence. In our experiments, we demonstrate that
the algorithm converges faster when the true marginal distribution encoded by θ has higher entropy.

4

Experiments

We perform inference over the marginal polytope for synthetic grid-structured binary MRFs where
each component of θ is drawn independently from a mean-0 Gaussian. The counting numbers Wc in
our convex entropy approximation are given by a randomly-generated tree decomposition, used, for
example, by the TRW algorithm [9]. This is useful because we can use convergent TRW message
passing to compute a lower bound on the target variational objective. For the sake of convenience,
we also perform approximate MAP inference using a MAP version of TRW with the same tree
decomposition [10], though we could have used any black-box solver. TRW performs MAP over
the local polytope, but we use a standard method for rounding its solution to a vertex of the marginal
polytope. We use the TRW and junction tree implementations in the UGM toolkit [11].
In Figure 1a, we demonstrate the correctness and convergence of our algorithm on a 10-by-10 grid.
We compare using exact MAP (junction tree) in the inner loop, which is obviously too slow to use in
practice, with using approximate MAP. In general, we find that approximate MAP does not change
the overall scale of iterations until convergence, but it converges to a suboptimal objective.
In the previous section, we suggested a relationship between the entropy of the underlying marginal
distribution and the empirical convergence time of the algorithm. In Figure 1b, we take a fixed
5-by-5 grid and vary the entropy by mapping θ → θ/T for 0.1 ≤ T ≤ 4. MAP is performed
using the junction-tree algorithm, in order to avoid complications from approximations in the inner
loop. We plot the number of iterations to obtain a solution within 0.5% relative optimality gap,
where the suboptimality is with respect to a lower bound on the objective computed using TRW.
In this example, and in general, we find a distinct phase transition where the algorithm suddenly
starts converging much faster. After this transition, increasing the temperature further continues
to increase convergence speed, in a seemingly linear fashion. We leave further exploration of this
entropy-convergence relationship to future work.
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